
OX RADIANT MATTER*
By WILLIAM CBOOKES, F. R. S.

I.

TO throw light on the title of this lecture I must go back more than

sixty years—to 1816. Faraday, then a mere student and ardent

experimentalist, was twenty-four years old, and at (his early period of

his career he delivered a series of lectures on the general properties of

matter, and one of them bore the remarkable title,
u On Radiant Mat-

ter." The great philosopher's notes of this lecture are to be found in

Dr. Benco Jones's " Life and Letters of Faraday," and I will here

quote a passage in which he first employs the expression radiant

matter

:

If we conceive a change as far beyond vaporization as that is above fluidity,

and then take into account also the proportional increased extent of alteration

as the changes rise, wo shall perhaps, if wo can form any conception at all, not

fall far short of radiant matter; and as in the last conversion many qualities

were lost, so hero also many more would disappear.

f Faraday was evidently engrossed with this far-reaching speculation,

for three years later—in 1810—we find him bringing fresh evidence

and argument to strengthen his startling hypothesis. His notes are

now more extended, and they show that in the intervening three years

he had thought much and deeply on this higher form of matter. He
first points out that matter may be classed into four states—solid,

liquid, gaseous, and radiant—these modifications depending upon dif-

ferences in their several essential properties. He admits that the ex-

istence of radiant matter is as yet unproved, and then proceeds, in a

series of ingenious analogical arguments, to show the probability of its

existence-t

• A lecture delivered before the Britten Association for the Advancement of Science,

ftt Sheffield, Friday, August 22, 1879.

f I may now notice a curious progression in physical properties accompanying changes

of form, and which is perhaps sufficient to induce, in the inventive and sanguine philoso-
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If, in the beginning of this century, we had asked, Wh« . .
gas •

flj^nte then would have been that it is matter, expanded and rare-

fied to such an extent as to be impalpable, save when set in violent

motion invisible, incapable of assuming or of bemg reduced into any

defini e' form iik^ solids, or of forming drops like liquids
J
always

reS o expand where no resistance is offered, and to con rac on

being subjected to pressure. Sixty years ago such were the clncf*

tributes aliened to gases. Modern research, however, has greatly

S^SKdifWoor views on the MtflMb. of *«« <*"*»

fluid? Gases are now considered to be composed of an almost infinite

W of smS particles or molecules, which are constantly moving

:SS&octo of all conceivable magnitudes As

Louies are exceedingly numerous, it*»«""£*£
can move far in any direction without com.ng in contact with some

TLTZZe. bL if we exhaust the air or gas contained m a do ed

vessel the number of molecules becomes diminished, and the distance

ZugJwlnch any one of them can move without com.ng in contact

Ln'thenbg their m£» free path-the experimental results are obta.n-

phe, . considerable degree ofMM in the action of «ho radiant form with the «h«

"St onward ,o ft. gaseous«*«^^l^*^S3
annihilated. The immense difference, in ^'^t I" oc „ L uniVe.al, and tbcv

«»... - -.or .bat wore Icft are lost T™
^".i.e varieties of density,

are ail eta*. They no- ta^^^jJ££E *. number of ..lid, and fluids

^RSSSt* who admit ft. ^ant for, of .£.«-J£
simpiicity of the properties it po*e««.but rather a ,

gum«* " «

*

persons show you a gradual resignation of property.n,fte maUerj c

JJJJ-^£ matter .*« in the scale of for., and <h ^J^f,^ Salurc B .kM
to cease at the gaseous »UtJ. The) point out U» B«w

jn ^
., each stop of the change, and^^^^i^^J Faraday " vol. i..

passage from ihe gaseous to Uie radiant form.—{ WW u.»

p. 308.)
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able to which I am now about to call your attention. So distinct are

these phenomena from anything which occurs in air or gas at the ordi-

nary tension, that we are led to assume that we are here brought fa- <•

to face with matter in a fourth state or condition, a condition as far

removed from the state of gas as a gas is from a liquid.

Mean Free Path—Radiant Matter.—I have long believed thar ;i

well-known appearance observed in vacuum-tubes is closely related to

the phenomena of tho mean free path of the molecules. When the

negative pole is examined while the discharge from an induction coil

is passing through an exhausted tube, a dark space is seen to surround

it. This dark space is found to increase and diminish as the vacuum
is varied, in the same way that the mean free path of the molecules

lengthens and contracts. As the one is perceived by the mind's eye

to get greater, so the other is seen by the bodily eye to increase in

size ; and, it" the vacuum is insufficient to permit much play of the

molecules before they enter into collision, the passage of electricity

shows that the "dark space" has shrunk to small dimensions. We
naturally infer that the dark space is the mean free path of the mole-

cules of the residual gas, an inference confirmed by experiment.

I will endeavor to render this " dark space " visible to all present.

Here is a tube (Fig. 1), having a polo in the center in the form of a

fto L

metal disk, and other poles at each end. The center pole is made neg-

ative, and the two end poles connected together are made the positive

terminal. The dark space will be in the center. When the exhaus-

tion is not very great, the dark space extends only a little on each side

of the negative pole in the center. When the exhaustion is good, as

in the tube before you, and I turn on the coil, the dark space is seen

to extend for about an inch on each side of the pole.

Here, then, we see the induction-spark actually illuminating the

lines of molecular pressure caused by the excitement of the negative

pole. The thickness of this dark space is the measure of the mean free
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path between successive collisions of the molecules of the residual gas.

Tie extra velocity with which the negatively electrified molecules re-

1 ound from the excited pole keeps hack the more slowly moving mole-

cules which are advancing toward that pole. A conflict •«"»•
boundary of the dark space, where the luminous margin bears witness

l°S SSfiSTSU « I prefer to call it, the gaseous

residue-within the dark space is in an entirely different state to that

of the residual gas in vessels at a lower degree of exhaustion. To

^ the words
g
of our last year's President, in his address at Dublin :

In the exhausted column wo have a vehicle for electricity not constant like

«. ordinan" nductor, but itself modified by the passage of the d.scharge and

ZSSSjSS&i aiffortag materially from those which it obeys at atmos-

pheric pressure.

In the vessels with the lower degree of exhaustion, the lcngtl.ofItibe

mean free path of the molecules is exceedingly small as compared wrth

the dimensions of the bulb, and the propert.es belonging o the or*

nary gaseous state of matter, depending upon constanteta«
Z observed. But in the phenomena now about to be examined so

lit i tl e exhaustion carried that the dark space around the negative

SihalwiLedout till it entirely fills the lube. By^great rarefao

!ion the mean free path has become so long ***•*££^
time in comparison to the misses may be disregarded, and the.«**&

molecule is now allowed to obey it, own motions or laws w tiiont m

terference The mean free path, in fact, is comparable to the dimen

Sons oJ he vessel, and we have no longer to deal with a conlmu<m

port on o matter/as would be the ease were the tubes less nghly ex-

austed but we must here contemplate the molecules tn<hvidua7 y

nee highly exhausted vessels the molecules of the gaseous residue

e at to da t across the tube with comparatively few collisions, and
are

Fio. 2.

Of the term borrowed from Faraday, that of ra&ani matter.
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Radiant Matter exerts Powerful Phosphorogenic Action &//'?'- it

strikes.—I have mentioned that the radiant matter within the dark

space excites luminosity where its velocity is arrested by residual ga^

outside the dark space. But if no residual gas is left, the molecule

will have their velocity arrested by the sides of the glass ; and here we
come to the first and one of the most noteworthy properties of radian!

matter discharged from the negative pole—its power of exciting phos-

phorescence when it strikes against solid matter. The number of

bodies which respond luminously to this molecular bombardment is

very great, and the resulting colors, arc of every variety. Glass, for

instance, is highly phosphorescent when exposed to a stream of radiant,

matter. Here (Fig- 2) are three bulbs composed of different glass

;

one is uranium glass («), which phosphoresces of a dark-green color ;

another is English glass (/>), which phosphoresces of a blue color ; and

the third (c) is soft German glass—of which most of the apparatus

before you is made—which phosphoresces of a bright apple-green.

My earlier experiments were almost entirely carried on by the aid

of the phosphorescence which glass takes up when it is under (lie influ-

ence of the radiant discharge ; but many other substances possess this

Fie. 3.

phosphorescent power in a still higher degree than glass. For in-

stance, here is some of the luminous sulphide of calcium prepared ac-

cording to M. Ed. BecquerePs description. When the sulphide is ox-

posed to light—even candle-light—it phosphoresces for hours with a

bluish-white color. It is, however, much more strongly phospho-

rescent to the molecular discharge in a good vacuum, aa you will seo

when I pass the discharge through this tube.

VOL. XT!.—

2
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Other substances besides English, German, and uranium glass, and

Becquerel's luminous sulphides, are also phosphorescent. The rare min-

eral Phenakite (aluminate of glucinum) phosphoresces blue ;
the min-

eral Spodumene (a silicate of aluminium and lithium) phosphoresces a

rich «olden yellow ; the emerald gives out a crimson light, but, with-

out exception, the diamond is the most sensitive substance I have yet

met for ready and brilliant phosphorescence. Here is a very curious

fluorescent diamond, green by daylight, colorless by candle- ight. It

is mounted in the center of an exhausted bulb (Fig. 3), and the mo-

lecular discharge will be directed on it from below upward. On dark-

ening the room you see the diamond shines with as much light as a

candle, phosphorescing of a bright green.

Next to the diamond the ruby is one of the most remarkable stones

for phosphorescing. In this tube (Fig. 4.) is a line collection of ruby-

FlO. 4.

pebbles. As soon as the induction-spark is turned on, you w.U see

Ihese rubies shining with a brilliant rich red tone, as if they were

<dowin<r hot. It scarcely matters what color the ruby is, to begin

with "in this tube of natural rubies there are stones of all eolors-ll.c

deep-red and also the pale-pink ruby. There are some so pale as to

be almost colorless, and some of the highly prized tint of pigeon s

blood ; but under the impact of radiant matter they all phosphoresce

with about the same color.

Now the rubv is nothing but crystallized alumina with a little color-

ing-matter. In 'a paper by Ed. Beequerel,* published twenty years

ago, he describes the appearance of alumina as glowing with a rich red

color in the phosphoroscope. Here is some precipitated alumina pro-

pared in the most careful manner. It has been heated to w h. enes=s

and you see it also glows under the molecular discharge with the same

rich red color. . . . , .

The spectrum of the red light emitted by these varieties of alumina

is the same as described by Becquerel twenty years ago. There is one

* " Annalcs dc Chimie ot de Physique," third series, vol. lvii., p. BO, 1839.
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fsintense red line, a little below the fixed line B in the spectrum, havin

a wave-length of about 0,895. There is a continuous spectrum begin-

ning at about H, and a few fainter lines beyond it, but they are so faint

in comparison with this red line that they maybe neglected. This line

is easily seen by examining with a small pocket spectroscope the light

reflected from a good ruby.

There is one particular degree of exhaustion more favorable than

any other for the development of the properties of radiant matter

which are now under examination. Roughly speaking it may be put

at the millionth of an atmosphere.* At this degree of exhaustion the

phosphorescence is very strong, and after that it begins to diminish

until the spark refuses to pass, f

I have here a tube, Kig. 5, which will serve to illustrate the de-

pendence of the phosphorescence of the glass on the degree of exbaus-

1-0 millionth of an atmosphere = 0-00076 roilttm.

1315'78'.' millionth* of an atmosphere = 1'0 millini.

1,000,000* " ,l 4I = 760*0 raillims.

w " " =1 atmosphere.

f Nearly a hundred years ago, Mr. William Morgan communicated to the Royal Society

a paper entitled " Electrical Experiments made to ascertain the Non-conducting Tower of

a Perfect Vacuum," etc. The following extracts from this paper, which was published

in the " Philosophical Transactions " for 1785 (vol. lxxv., p. 272), will be read with in-

terest :

A mercurial gage about fifteen inches long, carefully and accurately boiled till every par-

ticle of air was expelled from the inside, was coated with tin-foil five inches down from

its scaled end, and being inverted into mercury through a perforation in the brass cap

which covered the mouth of the cistern, the whole was cemented together, and the nir

was exhausted from the inside of the cistern, through a valve in the brass cap, which,

producing a perfect vacuum in the gage, formed an instrument peculiarly well adapted

for experiments of this kind. Things being thus adjusted (a small wire having been pre-

viously fixed on the inside of the cistern to form a communication between the brfcss cap

and the mercury, into which the gage was inverted), the coated end was applied to the

conductor of an electrical machine, and, notwithstanding every effort, neither the smallest

ray of light, nor the slightest charge, could ever be procured in this exhausted gage.

If the mercury in the gage be imperfectly boiled, the experiment will not succeed;

but the color of the electric light, which in air rarefied by an exhauster is always violet or

purple, appears in this case of a beautiful green, and, what is very carious, (he degree of

the air's rarefaction may be nearly determined by this means ; for I have known instances,

during the course of these experiments, where a small particle of air having found its

way into the lube, the electric light became visible, and as usual of a green color ; but

the charge heiug often repeated, the gage has at leugtli cracked at its sealed end, and in

consequence the external air, by being admitted into the inside, has gradually produced

a change in the electric light from green to blue, from blue to indigo, and so on to violet

: •
i

;

:
; '

ill the medium has at length become so dense as no longer to be a conductor

of electricity. I think there can bo little doubt, from the above experiments, of the non-

conducting power of a perfect vacnum. 7
This seems to prove that there is a limit even in the rarefaction of air, which sets

bounds to its conducting power; or, in other words, that the particles of air may be so

far separated from each other as no longer to be able to transmit the electric Quid ; that

if they arc brought within a cortniu distance of each other, their conducting power begins,

and continually increases till their approach also nrrives at its limit.
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tion. The two poles arc at a and b, aud at the end c is a small supple-

mentary tube, connected with the other by a narrow aperture, and

containing solid caustic potash. The tube has been exhausted to a

very high point, and the potash heated so as to drive off moisture and

injure tho vacuum. Exhaustion has then been recommenced, and the

alternate heating and exhaustion repeated until the tube has been

Fig. 5.

brought to the state in which it now appears before you. When the

induction spark is first turned on nothing is visible—the vacuum is so

high that the tube is non-conducting. I now warm the potash slightly

and liberate a trace of aqueous vapor. Instantly conduction commences,

and the green phosphorescence flashes out along the length of the tube.

I continue the beat, so as to drive off more gas from the potash. The
green gets fainter, and now a wave of cloudy luminosity sweeps over

the tube, and stratifications appear, which rapidly get narrower, until

the spark passes along the tube in tho form of a narrow purple line. I take

the lamp away, and allow the potash to cool ; as it cools, the aqueous

vapor, which the heat had driven off, is reabsorbed. The purple line

broadens out, and breaks up into fine stratifications ; these get wider,

and travel toward the potash-tube. Now a wave of green light ap-

pears on the glass at the other end, sweeping on and driving the last

pale stratification into the potash ; and now the tube glows over its

whole length with the green phosphorescence 1 might keep it before

you, and show the green growing fainter and the vacuum becoming

non-conducting ; but I should detain you too long, as time is required

for the absorption of the last traces of vapor by the potash, and I

must pass on to the next subject.

Radiant Matter proceeds in Straight lanes.—The radiant matter

whose impact on the glass causes an evolution of light, absolutely re-

fuses to turn a corner. Here is a V-shaped tube (Kig. G), a pole being

at each extremity. The pole at the right side («) being negative, you

see that the whole of the right ami is flooded with green light, but at

the bottom it stops sharply and will not turn the corner to get into the

leftside. When I reverse the current and make the left pole negative,

the green changes to the left side, always following the negative pole

and leaving the positive side with scarcely any luminosity.

In the ordinary phenomena exhibited by vacuum-tubes—phenomena

with which we are all familiar—it is customary, in order to bring out

the striking contrasts of color, to bend the tubes into very elaborate

designs. The luminosity caused by the phosphorescence of the residual
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gas follows all the convolutions into which skillful glass-blowers can

manage to twist the glass. The negative pole being at one end and

the positive pole at the other, the luminous phenomena seem to de-

pend more on the positive than on the negative at the ordinary exhaus-

Fio.fi,

Tion hitherto used to get the best phenomena of vacuum-tubes. But
very high exhaustion the phenomena noticed in ordinary vacuum

tabes when the induction-spark passes through them—an appearance
of cloudy luminosity and of stratifications—disappear entirely. No
cloud or fog whatever is seen in the body of the tube, and with such

a vacuum as I am working witli in these experiments, the only light

observed in that from the phosphorescent surface of the glass. I have
hen- two bulbs (Fig. 7), alike in shape and position of poles, the only
difference being that one is at an exhaustion equal to a few millimetres

of mercury—such a moderate exhaustion as will give the ordinary lu-

minous phenomena—while the other is exhausted to about the millionth

Of an atmosphere. I will first connect the moderately exhausted bulb
(A) with the induction-coil, and retaining the pole at one side (a) al-

ways negative, I will put the positive wire successively to the other

poles with which the bulb is furnished. You see that as I change the

position of the positive pole, the line of violet light joining the two
poles changes, the electric current always choosing the shortest path

between the two poles, and moving about the bulb as I alter the posi-

tion of the wires.

This, then, is the kind of phenomenon we -get in ordinary exhaus-
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tions. I will now try the same experiment with a bulb (B) that is

very highly exhausted, and, as before, will make the side pole (a) the

negative, the top pole (/-») being positive. Notice how widely differ-

ent is the appearance from that shown by the last bulb. The negative

pole is in the form of a shallow cnp. The molecular rays from the

Fifl.7,

Ai

% -- >-'. II

cup cross in the center of the bulb, and thence diverging fall on the

opposite side and produce a circular patch of green, phosphorescent

light. As I turn the bulb round you will all be able to see the green

patch on the glass. Now, observe, I remove the positive wire from

the top, and connect it with the side pole (c). The green patch from

the divergent negative focus is there still. I now make the lowest

pole (d) positive, and the green patch remains where it was at first,

unchanged in position or intensity.

We have here another property of radiant matter. In the low

vacuum the position of the positive pole is of every importance, while

in a high vacuum the position of the positive pole scarcely matters at

nil ; the phenomena seem to depend entirely on the negative pole. If

the negative pole points in the direction of the positive, all very well,

but if "the negative pole is entirely in the opposite direction it is of

little consequence ; the radiant matter darts all the same in a straight

line from the negative.
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Firt. &

If, instead of a flat disk, a henii-cylinder is used for the negative

polo, the matter still radiates normal to its surface. The tube before

you (Fig. 8) illustrates this property. It

contains, as a negative pole, a herni-cyl-

inder (a) of polished aluminium. This

is connected with a line copper wire, b,

ending at the platinum terminal, c. At
the upper end of the tube is another ter-

minal, d. The induction-coil is connect-

ed so that the hemi-cylinder is negative

and the upper pole positive, and when
exhausted to a sufficient extent the pro-

jection of the molecular rays to a focus

is very beautifully shown. The rays of

matter being driven from the hemi-cyl-

inder in a direction normal to its sur-

face, come to a focus and then diverge,

(racing their path in brilliant green phos-

phorescence on the surface of the glass.

Instead of receiving the molecular

rays on the glass, I will show you another

tube in which the focus falls on a phos-

phorescent screen. See how brilliantly

the lines of discharge shine out, and

how intensely the focal point is illumi-

nated, lighting up the table.

Radiant Matter when intercepted by Solid Matter casts a Shadow.

— Radiant matter comes from the pole in straight lines, and does not

merely permeate all parts of the tube and fill it with light, as would

Fie. 9.

be lh" casfi vera the exhaustion less good. Where there is nothing in

the way the rays strike the screen and produce phosphorescence, and

where solid matter intervenes they are obstructed by it, and a shadow
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is thrown on the screen. In this pear-shaped bulb (Fig. 0) the nega-

tive pole (a) is at the pointed end. In the middle is a cross (&) cut-

out of sheet-aluminium, so that the rays from the negative pole pro-

jected along the tube will be partly intercepted by the aluminium cross,

and will project an image of it on the hemispherical end of the tube

which is phosphorescent. I turn on the coil, and you will all see the

black shadow of the cross on the luminous end of the bulb (c, d).

Now, the radiant matter from the negative pole has been passing by

the side of the aluminium cross to produce the shadow ; the glass has

been hammered and bombarded till it is appreciably warm, and at the

same time another effect has been produced on the glass—its sensibility

has been.deadened. The glass has got tired, if I may use the expres-

sion, by the enforced phosphorescence. A change has been produced

by this molecular bombardment wliich will prevent the glass from re-

sponding easily to additional excitement ; but the part that the shadow

has fallen on is not tired— it has not been phosphorescing at all and is

perfectly fresh ; therefore, if I throw down this cross—I can easily do

so by giving the apparatus a slight jerk, for it has been most ingen-

iously constructed with a hinge by Mr. Gimingham—and so allow the

rays from the negative pole to fall uninterruptedly on to the end of

the bnib, you will suddenly see the black cross (c, d
f
Fig. 10) change

to a luminous one (c,/), because the background is now only capable

Fio. 10.

of faintly phosphorescing, while the part which had the black shadow

on it retains its full phosphorescent power. The stenciled image of

the luminous cross unfortunately soon dies out. After a period of rest

the glass partly recovers its power of phosphorescing, but it is never so

good as it was at first.

Here, therefore, is another important property of radiant matter.

It is projected with great velocity from the negative pole, and not only

strikes the glass in such a way as to cause it to vibrate and become

temporarily luminous while the discharge is going on, but the mole-

cules hammer away with sufficient energy to produce a permanent im-

pression upon the glass.
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II.

Radiant Matter everts Strong Mechanical Action tchere it strikes.

w E have seen, from the sharpness of the molecular shadows, that

radiant matter is arrested by solid matter placed in its path.

If this solid body is easily moved, the impact of the molecules will

reveal itself in strong mechanical action. Mr. Gimingham has con-

structed for me an ingenious piece of apparatus which, when placed in

Fig. u.

the electric lantern, will render this mechanical action visible to all

present. It consists of a highly-exhausted glass tube (Fig. 11), bav-

* A lecture delivered before the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

at Sheffield, Friday, August 22, 1879.
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>ng a little glass railway running along it from one end to the other.The axle of a small wheel revolves on the rails, the spokes of the wheel
carrying wide inica paddles. At each end of the tuhe, and rather
above the center, is an aluminium pole, so that whichever pole is made
negative the stream of radiant matter darts from it along the tubeand stnkmg the upper vanes of the little paddle-wheel, causes it
to turn round and travel along the railway. By reversing the poles
I can arrest the wheel and send it the reverse way

; and if I gently
mcline the tube, the force of impact is observed to be sufficient even
to drive the wheel up hill.

This experiment, therefore, shows that the molecular stream from
the negative pole Is able to move any light object in front of it,

1 he molecules being driven violently from the pole, there should
he a recoil of the pole from the molecules, and by arranging an appa-
ratus so as to have the negative pole movable and the body rcceivL
the impact of the radiant matter fixed, this recoil can be rendered
sens.ble. In appearance the apparatus (Fig. 12) is not unlike an ordi-

fto. is,
Flo. 13.

i>ary radiometer with aluminium disks for vanes, each disk coated on
one side with a film of mica. The fly is supported by a hard steel
instead of glass cup, and the needle-point on which it works is con-
nected by means of a wire with a platinum terminal sealed into the
glass. At the top of the radiometer-bulb a second terminal is sealed
in. The radiometer, therefore, can be connected with an induction-
coil, the movable fly being made the negative pole.
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For these mechanical effects the exhaustion need not be so high as

when phosphorescence is produced. The best pressure for this elec-

trical radiometer is a little beyond that at which the dark space round

the negative pole extends to the sides of the glass bulb. When the

pressure is only a few millimetres of mercury, on passing the induction-

current a halo of velvety violet light forms on the metallic side of the

vanes, the mica side remaining dark. As the pressure diminishes, a

dark space is seen to separate the violet halo from the metal. At a

pressure of half a millimetre this dark space extends to the glass, and

rotation commences. On continuing the exhaustion the dark space

further widens out and appears to flatten itself against the glass, when

the rotation becomes very rapid.

Here is another piece of apparatus (Fig. 13) which illustrates the

mechanical force of the radiant matter from the negative pole. A
stem (a) carries a needle-point in which revolves a light mica fly (/> b).

The fly consists of four square vanes of thin, clear mica, supported on

light aluminium arms, and in the center is a small glass cap, which

rests on the needle-point. The vanes are inclined at an augle of 45*

to the horizontal plane. Ik-low the fly is a ring of fine platinum wire

(cc)
t
the ends of which pass through the glass at del. An aluminium

terminal (e) is sealed in at the top of the tube, and the whole is ex-

hausted to a very high point.

By means of the electric lantern I project an image of the vanes

on the screen. Wires from the induction-coil are attached, so that

the platinum ring is made the negative pole, the aluminium wire (c)

being positive. Instantly, owing to the projection of radiant matter

from the platinum ring, the vanes rotate with extreme velocity. Thus

far the apparatus has shown nothing more than the previous experi-

ments have prepared us to expect ; but observe what now happens.

I disconnect the induction-coil altogether, and connect the two ends

of the platinum wire with a small galvanic battery : this makes the

ring c c red-hot, and under this influence yon see that the vanes spill

as fast as they did when the induction-coil was at work.
w

Here, then, is another most important fact. Radiant matter in

these high vacua is not only excited by the negative pole of an induc-

tion-coil, but a hot wire will set it in motion with force sufficient to

drive round the sloping vanes.

Radiant Matter is deflected by a Magnet,— I now pass to an-

other property of radiant matter. This long glass tube (Fig. 14) is

very highly exhausted ; it has a negative pole at one end (a) and a

long phosphorescent screen {b
t c) down the center of the tube. In

front of the negative pole is a plate of mica (5, d) with a hole (e) in

it, and the result is, when I turn on the current, a line of phosphores-

cent light (<?,/) is projected along the whole length of the tube. I

now place beneath the tube a powerful horseshoe magnet : observe

how the line of light (*% y) becomes curved under the magnetic influ-
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ence waving about like a flexible wand as I move the magnet to

and fro.

This action of the magnet is very curious, and if carefully fol-

lowed up will elucidate other properties of radiant matter. Here

Fig. w.

(Fig. 15) is an exactly similar tube, but having at o'ne end a small

potash tube, which if heated will slightly injure the vacuum. I turn

on the induction-current, and you see the ray of radiant matter

tracing its trajectory in a curved line along the screen, under the in-

fluence of the horseshoe magnet beneath. Observe the shape of the

curve. The molecules shot from the negative pole may be likened to

Fio. 15.

a discharge of iron bullets from a mitrailleuse, and the magnet be-

neath will represent the earth curving the trajectory of the shot by

gravitation. Hero on this luminous screen you see the curved trajec-

tory of the shot accurately traced. Now suppose the deflecting force

to remain constant, the curve traced by the projectile varies with the

velocity. If I put more powder in the gun, the velocity will be greater

and the trajectory flatter ; and if I interpose a denser resisting medium

between the gun and the target, I diminish the velocity of the shot,

and therebv cause it to move in a greater curve and come to the

ground sooner. I can not well increase before you the velocity of

my stream of radiant molecules by putting more powder in my bat-

tery, but I will try and make them suffer greater resistance in their
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flight from one end of the tube to the other. I heat the caustic pot-

ash with a spirit-lamp and so throw in a trace more gas. Instantly

the stream of radiant matter responds. Its velocity is impeded, the

magnetism lias longer time on which to act on the individual mole-

cules, the trajectory gets more and more curved, until, instead of

Shooting nearly to the end of the tube, my molecular bullets fall to

the bottom before they have got more than half way.

It is of great interest to ascertain whether the law governing the

magnetic deflection of the trajectory of radiant matter is the same as

has been found to hold good at a lower vacuum. The experiments I

have just shown you were with a very high vacuum. Here is a tube

with a low vacuum (Fig. 16). When I turn on the induction-spark, it

Fig IB

passes as a narrow line of violet light joining the two poles. Under-

neath I have a powerful electro-magnet. I make contact with the

magnet, and the line of light dips in the center toward the magnet. I

reverse the poles, and the line is driven up to the top of the tube.

Notice the difference between the two phenomena. Here the action is

temporary. The dip takes place under the magnetic influence ; tfie

line of discharge then rises and pursues its path to the positive pole.

In the high exhaustion, however, after the stream of radiant matter

had dipped to the magnet it did not recover itself, but continued its

path in the altered direction.

By means of this little wheel, skillfully constructed by Mr. Giming-

ham, I am able to show the magnetic deflection in the electric lantern.

The apparatus is shown in this diagram (Fig. 17). The negative pole

(a
t
b) is in the form of a very shalJow cup. In front of the cup is a

mica screen (c, (/), wide enough to intercept the radiant matter coming

from the negative pole. Behind this screen is a mica wheel (et f)
with a series of vanes, making a sort of paddle-wheel. So arranged,

the molecular rays from the pole a b will be cut off from the wheel,

and will not produce any movement. I now put a magnet, ff,
over the

tube, so as to deflect the stream over or under the obstacle c <?, and the

result will be rapid motion in one or the other direction, according to

the way the magnet is turned. I throw the image of the apparatus on

the screen. The spiral lines painted on the wheel show which way it

TOL. XTI.—11
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turns. I arrange the magnet to draw the molecular stream so as to

beat against the upper vanes, and the wheel revolves rapidly as if it

were an overshot water-wheel. I turn the magnet so as to drive the
radiant matter underneath ; the wheel slackens speed, stops, and then

Fio. n.

begins to rotate the other way, like an undershot water-wheel. This
can be repeated as often as I reverse the position of the magnet.

I have mentioned that the molecules of the radiant matter dis-

charged from the negative pole are negatively electrified. It is prob-

able that their velocity is owing to the mutual repulsion between the

similarly electrified pole and the molecules. In less high vacua, such

as you saw a few minutes ago (Fig. 16), the discharge passes from one
pole to another, carrying an electric current, as if it were a flexible

wire. Now it is of great interest to ascertain if the stream of radiant

matter from the negative pole also carries a current. Here (Fig. 18)

Fio. IS.

is an apparatus which will decide the question at once. The tube con-

tains two negative terminals (a, h) close together at one end, and one

positive terminal (<?) at the other. This enables me to send two streams

of radiant matter side by side along the phosphorescent screen, or, by
disconnecting one negative pole, only one stream.
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Fro. 19-

If the streams of radiant matter carry an electric current, they will

act like two parallel conducting wires and attract one another ; but if

they are simply built up of negatively electrified molecules, they will

repel each other.

I will first connect the upper negative polo (a) with the coil, and

you see the ray shooting along the line dt f. I now bring the lower

negative pole (b) into play, and another line (e, h) darts along the

screen. But notice the way the first line behaves : it jumps up from

its first position, df, to d gy
showing that it is repelled, and if time

permitted I could show you that the lower ray is also deflected from

its normal direction : therefore the two parallel streams of radiant

matter exert mutual repulsion, acting not like current carriers, but

merely as similarly electrified bodies.

Radiant Matter produces Heat when its Motion is arrested.—Dur-

ing these experiments another property of radiant matter has made
itself evident, although I have not yet drawn attention to it. The
glass gets very warm where the green phosphorescence is Strongest

The molecular focus on the tube, winch we saw earlier in the evening

(Fig. 8), is intensely hot, and I have prepared an apparatus by which

this heat at the focus can be rendered apparent to all present.

I have here a small tube (Fig. 19, a) with a cup-shaped negative

pole. This cup projects the rays to a focus

in the middle of the tube. At the side of

the tube is a small electro-magnet, which I

can set in action by touching a key, and

the focus is then drawn to the side of the

glass tube (Fig. 10, A.) To show the first

action of the heat, I have coated the tube

with wax. I will put the apparatus in

front of the electric lantern (Fig. 20, d),

and throw a magnified image of the tube

on the screen. The coil is now at work,

and the focus of molecular rays is projected

along the tube. I turn the magnetism on,

and draw the focus to the side of the glass.

The first thinjj you see is a small circu-

lar patch melted in the coating of wax.

The glasssoon begins to disintegrate, and

cracks are shooting Starwise from the cen-

ter of heat. The glass is softening. Now the atmospheric pressure

forces it in, and now it melts. A hole (e) is perforated in the middle,

the air rushes in, and the experiment is at an end.

I can render this focal heat more evident if I allow it to play on a

piece of metal. This bulb (Fig. 21) is furnished with a negative pole in

the form of a cup (a). The rays will therefore be projected to a focus

on a piece of iridio platinum (b) supported in the center of the bulb.

^

O

w
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I first turn on the induction-coil slightly, so as not to bring out

its full power. The focus is now playing on the metal, raising it

to a white-heat. I bring a small magnet near, and you see I can de-

flect the focus of heat just as I did the luminous focus in the other

tube. By shifting the magnet I can drive the focus up and down or

draw it completely away from the metal and leave it non-luminous.

1 withdraw the magnet," and let the molecules have full play again;
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Fio, «l

the metal is now white-hot. I increase the intensity of the spark. The
iridio-platinum glows with almost insupportable brilliancy, and at last

melts.

27te Chemistry of Radiant Matter.—
As might be expected, the chemical dis-

tinctions between one kind of radiant mat-

ter and another at these high exhaustions

are difficult to recognize. The physical

properties I have been elucidating seem
to be common to all matter at this low
density. AVhether the gas originally un-

der experiment be hydrogen, carbonic acid,

or atmospheric air, the phenomena of phos-

phorescence, shadows, magnetic deflection,

etc., are identical, only they commence at

different pressures. Other facts, however,
show that at this low density the mole-
cules retain their chemical characteristics.

Thus by introducing rnto the tubes appro-

priate absorbents of residual gas, I can see

that chemical attraction goes on long after

the attenuation has reached the best stage

for showing the phenomena now under
illustration, and I am able by this means to

carry the exhaustion to much higher de-

grees than I can get by mere pumping. Working with aqueous vapor,
I can use phosphoric anhydride as an absorbent ; with carbonic acid,

potash
;
with hydrogen, palladium ; and with oxygen, carbon, and

then potash. The highest vacuum I have yet succeeded in obtainin

has been the
g-ff. o flV. ow °f an atmosphere, a degree which may be bet-

ter understood if I say that it corresponds to about the hundredth of
an inch in a barometric column three miles high.

-

It may be objected that it is hardly consistent to attach primary
importance to the presence of matter, when I have taken extraordinary
pains to remove as much matter as possible from these bulbs and these
tubes, and have succeeded so far as to leave only about the one mil-
lionth of an atmosphere in them. At its ordinary pressure the atmos-
phere is not very dense, and its recognition as a constituent of the
world of matter is quite a modern notion. It would seem that, when
divided by a million, so little matter will necessarily be left that we
may justifiably neglect the trifling residue, and apply the term vacuum
to space from which the air has been so nearly removed. To do so,

however, would be a great error, attributable "to our limited faculties
being unable to grasp high numbers. It is generally taken for granted
that when a number is divided by a million the quotient must neces-
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Barfly be small, whereas it may happen that the original number is so

large that its division by a million seems to make little impression on

it. According to the "best authorities, a bulb of the size of the one

before you (13"5 centimetres in diameter) contains more than 1,000000,-

000000,000000,000000 (a quadrillion) molecules. Now, when exhausted

to a millionth of an atmosphere we shall still have a trillion molecules

left in the bulb—a number quite sufficient to justify me in speaking of

the residue as matter.

To suggest some idea of this vast number, I take the exhausted

bulb, and perforate it by a spark from the induction-coil. The spark

produces a hole of microscopical fineness, yet sufficient to allow mole-

cules to penetrate and to destroy the vacuum. The inrush of air im-

pinges against the vanes and sets them rotating after the manner of a

windmill. Let us suppose the molecules to be of such a size that, at

every second of time, a hundred million could enter. How long,

think you, would it take for this small vessel to get full of airy' An

hour ? A day ? A year ? A century ? Nay, almost an eternity !—

a time so enormous that imagination itself can not grasp the reality.

Supposing this exhausted glass bulb, indued with indestructibility,

had been pierced at the birth of the solar system ; supposing it to

have been present when the earth was without form and void ;
sup-

posing it to have borne witness to all the stupendous changes evolved

during the full cycles of geologic time, to have seen the first living

creature appear, and the last man disappear ; supposing it to survive

until the fulfillment of the mathematicians' prediction that the sun,

the source of energy, four million centuries from its formation will

ultimately become a burned-out cinder ;
* supposing all this—at the

rate of filling I have just described, one hundred million molecules a

second—this little bulb even then would scarcely have admitted its

full quadrillion of molecules. \

But what will you say if I tell you that all these molecules, this

quadrillion of molecules, will enter through the microscopic hole be-

* The possible duration of the SOD from formation to extinction has been variously

estimated by different authorities at from eighteen million years to four hundred million

years. For the purpose of this illustration I have taken the highest estimate.

According to Mr. Johnstone Stoney (" Philosophical Magazine," vol. xxsxu, p.

141) 1 e c of air contains about 1000,000000,000000,000000 molecules. Therefore, a

bulk 13-5 centime diameter contains IS*- X 0-5230 X 1000,0^)O^.CO(>CW,000000 or

1 2882.V2 850oOO,000000,OOGiH>0 molecules of air at the ordinary pressure. Therefore

the bulk/when exhausted to the millionth of an atmosphere, contains 1,288252,350000.-

000000 molecules, leaving 1,288251,001747.650000,000000 molecules to enter through

the perforation. At the rate of 100,000000 molecules a second, the time required for

ihciu all to cuter will be

—

128S2,510617,4'7G500 seconds, or

21-1,708510,291275 tninute3, or

3,578475,171521 hours, or

140103,132147 days, or

408,501731 years.



fore you leave this room? The hole being unaltered in size, the num-

ber of molecules undiminished, this apparent paradox can only he

explained by again supposing the size of the molecules to be dimin-

ished almost infinitely—so that, instead of entering at the rate of one

hundred millions every second, they troop in at a rate of something

like three hundred trillions a second ! I have done the sum, but lig-

ures when they mount so high cease to have any meaning, and such

calculations are as futile as trying to count the drops in the ocean.

In studying this fourth state of matter we seem, at length, to have

within our grasp and obedient to our control the little indivisible par-

ticles which, with good warrant, are supposed to constitute the physi-

cal basis of the universe. We have seen that, in some of its proper-

ties, radiant matter is as material as this table, while in other properties

it almost assumes the character of radiant energy. We have actually

touched the border-land where matter and force seem to merge into

one another, the shadowy realm between known and unknown, which

for me has always had peculiar temptations. I venture to think that

the greatest scientific problems of the future will find their solution in

this border-land, and even beyond ; here, it seems to me, lie ultimate

realities, subtile, far-reaching, wonderful.

" Yet all these wore, when no man did them know,

Yet have from wisest ages hidden becne

;

And later times (hinges more unknowne shall show.

Why then should witless© man so much inisweeno,

That nothing is, but that which he hath scene?

"


